
STANDARD MOUNTING INSTRUCTIONS

Center the Harty Hauler (HH) on the ATV rack so you can see where the mounting hardware will need to be attached
to the rack. Attach mounting hardware in a triangular pattern, using two mounting points near the inside edge and one
mounting point near the outside edge of the ATV rack. (It is recommended to do this before you bolt the sides on the
HH, it will be easier to handle.)

Use the mounting plate with the “V” shape in it to go under the tubing while the top plate with the offset goes on top
of the tubing. Use the 1 ½’’ bolts and the ¼’’ nylon insert nuts to tightly clamp down and secure to the ATV rack
making sure the bolt threads will stick up through the bottom of the (HH). Once you have all three mounting points
tightly in place, position HH so the threads will stick up through the bottom tray while being centered on the ATV
rack. Place the flat plate from the mounting hardware over the threads and secure tightly with the nylon insert wing
nuts provided. 

WARNING:    The Harty Hauler is intended to be installed on tubular ATV racks only and must lay flat.

WARNING:   Always make sure mounting hardware and the HH is secured to the ATV’s rack. Always have three
mounting points to hold the HH in place.

WARNING:    Under  no  circumstances  will  Harty  Haulers  LLC accept  liability  for  incidental  or  consequential
damages. HH reminds you extreme care should be taken when operating an ATV and should only be operated by
qualified experienced operators.

 WARNING:   Do not lift or handle if you have back problems, or any medical limitations, restrictions or conditions.  



Mounting Instructions for the 2” channel bar (optional)
Center the 2” channel bar across the ATV rack so you can determine where the mounting hardware will need to be 
attached to the ATV rack. It should lay flat with the slotted side down. Once position is determined use the mounting 
plate with the “V” in it to go under the tubing and the mounting plate with the offset on top of the tubing. Use the 1 ½”
bolts and ¼” nylon insert nuts to clamp down and secure the mounting hardware tightly to the ATV rack with the 
threads of the bolts facing up. Position channel bar over the threads and secure tightly using the ¼” nylon insert nuts 
provided.

Center the Harty Hauler (HH) on top of the channel bar to determine where the mounting bolts will go. Attach 
mounting hardware in a triangular pattern, using two points with the channel bar and one point on the opposite side on 
the ATV rack.  Once determined where the bolts will be positioned, use the 1 ½ “bolts with the ¼ “nylon insert nuts to
be secured to the 2” channel bar.  The threads will be sticking up through the top of the channel bar and the bottom of 
the HH.  (It is recommended you do this before you bolt the sides on the HH, it will be easier to handle) For ATV 
racks with the raised section of smaller circumference tubing on the rear of the ATV rack, a mounting bracket with a 
smaller “V” is provided. Position the same way making sure it is secured to the ATV rack with the threads upward. 
Once all three mounting points are tightly in place, position HH so the threads will stick up through the bottom tray 
while being centered on the ATV rack. Place the flat plate from the mounting hardware over the threads and secure 
tightly with the nylon insert wing nuts. 

WARNING: The Harty Hauler is intended to be installed on tubular ATV racks only and must lay flat.

WARNING: Always make sure mounting hardware and the HH is secured to the ATV rack. Always have three 
mounting points to hold the HH in place.

WARNING: Under no circumstances will Harty Haulers LLC accept liability for incidental or consequential damages.
HH reminds you extreme care should be taken when operating an ATV and should only be operated by qualified, 
experienced operators

WARNING: Do not lift or handle if you have back problems, or any medical limitations, restrictions or conditions. 


